ACROSS

1. Young sheep
6. A vaulted recess on a building
10. Gull-like jaeger
14. Model of excellence
15. Short sleeps
16. Cans
17. Relative magnitudes of two quantities
18. Angers
19. Stone
20. Combine together
22. Small island
23. Gorilla or chimpanzee
24. Cut slightly
26. Graduates
30. Fragrance
32. Move upward
33. Largest continent
35. Leg joints
39. Bowel cleansing
41. Comes from a chicken
42. Wait on
43. One of the 2 cities destroyed by God
44. Afresh
46. Vexation
47. Buns
49. Artists workstands
51. Not rational
54. Business (slang)

DOWN

1. Former Italian currency
2. Biblical first man
3. Greek for "With" or "After"
4. Recognizance
5. Motto
7. Currency in Yugoslavia
8. Anagram of "Pets"
9. A member of an ascetic Jewish sect
10. Uncompromising resolution
11. Booth
12. Parental brother
13. Requested
21. Capital of Western Samoa
25. Writing fluids
26. God of war (Greek mythology)
27. Linoleum (abbrev.)
28. Utilized
29. A written reminder
30. Message boards
31. Coop or pen
32. Secure against leakage
36. Sea eagle
37. Wickedness
38. Divisions in a tennis match
40. Chief god (Egyptian mythology)
45. A low dam
48. Sprang
50. A type of rhododendron
51. Something inserted
52. Hangman's knot
53. Pertaining to the sun
54. An Asian pepper plant
57. Misplace
58. Albacore
59. Hauls or drags
60. Mid-month days
61. Monster
62. Where a bird lives
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LAMBS  APSE  SKUA
IDEAL  NAPS  TINS
RATIO  IRES  ROCK
AMALGAMATE  ISLE
APE  NICKED
ALUMNI  SCENT
RISE  ASIA  KNEES
ENEMA  EGG  SERVE
SODOM  ANEW  SNIT
ROLLS  EASELS
INSANE  BIZ
NOON  ALTERATION
SOLD  POUT  LODGE
ESAU  ESNE  EWERS
TERM  DEAL  ASSET
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